Wir suchen Sie für unseren Standort in Ungarn (Nyírbátor) als

Mechanical designer (m/f/d)
Tipo de empleo: Vollzeit
Tipo de contrato: unbefristet
Viajes: gelegentlich

Sus tareas
With the help of 3D design software AutoCAD and Inventor you will develop and
design entire automated packaging machines as well as complete systems, based on
customer requirements
The layouts that you make, will form part of the contract negotiations with our
customers and are the fundament for our production after we get the order
You will create customized solutions based on assembly groups; always with efficiency
and cost-effectiveness as a high priority
You will support our part production and assembly while they are building the
machines you designed
Based on market requirements, you will participate in the optimization of our machines
and systems as well as in the development of prototypes

Sus calificaciones
University engineering qualification (primarily in general engineering, mechanical
engineering, design engineering, manufacturing technology or mechatronics
specialization)
Ideally relevant professional experience in machine design or mechanical Engineering
Career-starters are also welcome to apply
Knowledge of CAD systems, particularly AutoCAD and Inventor programs
MS Office user skills, knowledge of ERP system preferred
Able to work as part of an international team, flexibility, innovative mindset, a practical
approach, precision, reliability
Communication level English and/or German knowledge

Our offer
In our mid-sized and future-oriented family business you will find a stable company and
a secure position.
High quality and innovativeness in an international environment with modern
machinery and work tools.
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Room for active participation and professional development combined with an
outstanding salary, cafeteria allowances (health foods, exercise, rest) and contribution
to travel costs.
Individual career paths with support for further trainings and international opportunities.
Cultural values such as a respectful and transparent approach as well as a youthful
atmosphere with the appreciation of experience.
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